
AFR 2250

Black women in Literature

We will explore Black female literary icons who have taken up the challenge of 
writing the Black body as it navigates life as well as Black male authors who have 
endeavored to interpret a uniquely Black female experience. Through their stories, 
we will study love & heartbreak, racism & generational betrayal, accomplishment 
& sacrifice, familial bonds & intimate relationships, death & transcendence—as 
represented by myriad talented authors, spanning the generations. 

When Alice Walker coined the term “Womanism,” 
she was making space for the voices of Black women 
within the pantheons of art and literature, theory and 
thinking, and, most importantly, those voices who 
sought to crystalize Blackness as a state of being. 

AFR welcomes you to join us 

Register for 
Spring 2022
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We will explore Black female literary icons who have taken 
up the challenge of writing the Black body as it navigates 
life as well as Black male authors who have endeavored to 
interpret a uniquely Black female experience. Through their 
stories, we will study love & heartbreak, racism & generational 
betrayal, accomplishment & sacrifice, familial bonds & intimate 
relationships, death & transcendence—as represented by 
myriad talented authors, spanning the generations. 


